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ABSTRACT
A covering system of the integers is a finite system of congruences where each integer
satisfies at least one of the congruences. Two questions in covering systems have been of
particular interest in the mathematical literature. First is the minimum modulus problem,
whether the minimum modulus of a covering system of the integers with distinct moduli
can be arbitrarily large, and the second is the odd covering problem, whether a covering
system of the integers with distinct moduli can be constructed with all moduli odd. We
consider these and similar questions for subsets of the integers, such as the set of prime
numbers, the Fibonacci numbers, and numbers that are the sums of two squares. For ex-
ample, we show that there does exist an odd covering of the integers that are the sums of
two squares, and that the minimum modulus problem can be answered in the affirmative
for the Fibonacci numbers.
We also define a block of digits in an integer m written in base b as a successive se-
quence of equal digits of maximal length and define B(m, b) as the number of blocks of
m base b. Integers m with B(m, b) = 1 are referred to as base b repdigits and have been
studied by a number of authors in relationship to recursive sequences, the most famous
of which is the Fibonacci sequence. The Fibonacci numbers Fn are defined by F0 = 0,
F1 = 1, and Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2 for n ≥ 2. In particular, Florian Luca was able to show
that the largest Fibonacci number which is a base 10 repdigit is F10 = 55. We expand upon
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A covering system of the integers is defined as a finite collection of congruences x ≡ aj
(mod mj) such that every integer satisfies at least one of the congruences in the collec-
tion. A simple example of a covering system of the integers is the following collection of
congruences:
x ≡ 0 (mod 2)
x ≡ 1 (mod 4)
x ≡ 0 (mod 3)
x ≡ 5 (mod 6)
x ≡ 7 (mod 12)
To see that this is a covering system of the integers, notice that the least common multiple
of the moduli 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12 is 12. Using the Euclidean Algorithm, we may write any
integer in the form 12q+ r for integers q and r with r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 11}. Thus, by checking
that each element in the set {0, 1, . . . , 11} satisfies at least one of the congruences above,
we establish that the collection is a covering system of the integers.
In 1950, P. Erdős [6] introduced the concept of covering systems (or coverings for
short) of the integers to show that a positive proportion of the positive odd integers cannot
be expressed as a prime plus a power of 2. His argument was based on the observation that
n ≡ 0 (mod 2) =⇒ 2n ≡ 1 (mod 3)
n ≡ 0 (mod 3) =⇒ 2n ≡ 1 (mod 7)
1
n ≡ 1 (mod 4) =⇒ 2n ≡ 2 (mod 5)
n ≡ 3 (mod 8) =⇒ 2n ≡ 8 (mod 17)
n ≡ 7 (mod 12) =⇒ 2n ≡ 11 (mod 13)
n ≡ 23 (mod 24) =⇒ 2n ≡ 121 (mod 241)
where the congruences on the left form a covering of the integers. The rest of the Erdős
argument is fairly simple. One takes a positive odd integer N satisfying the congruences
on the right above, that is N satisfies all of the following
x ≡ 1 (mod 3), x ≡ 1 (mod 7), x ≡ 2 (mod 5),
x ≡ 8 (mod 17), x ≡ 11 (mod 13), x ≡ 121 (mod 241).
(1.1)
If N = 2n + p where n is an integer ≥ 0 and p is a prime, then p = N − 2n and the
implications above imply that p ∈ {3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 241}. What Erdős had in mind to handle
the case that p ∈ {3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 241} is unclear. However, with a little effort it can be
shown that if N satisfies the congruences in (1.1) and n is an integer ≥ 0, then N − 2n
cannot equal a prime in the set {3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 241}. More precisely, the condition N ≡ 1
(mod 3) implies N − 2n ≡ 0 or 2 (mod 3), and the condition N ≡ 1 (mod 7) implies
N − 2n ≡ 0, 4 or 6 (mod 7). As no prime p in {3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 241} satisfies both p ≡ 0 or
2 (mod 3) and p ≡ 0, 4 or 6 (mod 7), the result of Erdős follows.
Covering systems have found other applications in number theory; one such application
is the proof of the existence of Sierpiński numbers, defined as positive odd integers k
satisfying the condition that k · 2n + 1 is composite for all positive integers n. In [25]
W. Sierpiński uses the covering system
x ≡ 1 (mod 2)
x ≡ 2 (mod 4)
x ≡ 4 (mod 8)
2
x ≡ 8 (mod 16)
x ≡ 16 (mod 32)
x ≡ 32 (mod 64)
x ≡ 0 (mod 64)
to show that there are infinitely many Sierpiński numbers given by
k ≡ 15511380746462593381 (mod 2 · 3 · 5 · 17 · 257 · 65537 · 641 · 6700417).
Coverings of the integers have found a number of other interesting applications; for
example, see [8, 10, 11, 16, 23, 24]. There has in particular been a great deal of interest in
two old problems on the subject. The first, recently resolved by Bob Hough [15], is whether
the minimum modulus of a covering system of the integers consisting of congruences with
distinct moduli can be arbitrarily large. Bob Hough [15] has shown that this minimum
modulus is ≤ 1016. In the other direction, Pace Nielsen [21] has shown that the minimum
modulus can be as large as 40, and later his ideas were extended by Tyler Owens [22] who
showed the minimum modulus can be as large as 42. The second problem is to determine
whether or not there is a covering of the integers consisting of distinct odd moduli> 1. This
problem remains open. The non-existence of coverings with distinct moduli all > 1016,
however, leads to some doubt that other coverings of the integers, like one where all moduli
are distinct odd numbers > 1, which have eluded construction over the years, exist. With
this in mind, Ognian Trifonov (private communication) has raised the question as to what
nice sets of integers can be covered by a finite collection of congruences where all moduli
are distinct and arbitrarily large or where all moduli are distinct odd numbers > 1.
The concept of covering subsets of Z sparks a great deal of questions, and our hope here
is to address some of these and raise some interest in the topic. Some explicit examples of
coverings of subsets of Z that we obtain include:
• There is a covering of the set of primes using only distinct odd moduli > 1.
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• There is a covering of the numbers that are sums of two squares using only distinct
odd moduli > 1.
• There is an exact covering of the powers of 2 consisting of distinct moduli > 1
only divisible by primes larger than any prescribed amount and with the sum of the
reciprocals of the moduli smaller than any prescribed ε > 0.
• There is a covering of the Fibonacci numbers consisting of distinct moduli > 1
only divisible by primes larger than any prescribed amount and with the sum of the
reciprocals of the moduli smaller than any prescribed ε > 0.
• There is an exact odd covering of the Fibonacci numbers using distinct moduli > 1.
Our demonstration of the second example above involves a lengthy construction using
64731 congruences, though no real attempt has been made to minimize this number. In
the third and fourth examples, the conditions stated imply that we can find such cover-
ings where the moduli are odd and with the minimum modulus larger than any prescribed
amount. These two examples, in particular, might suggest that subsets N = {n1, n2, . . .}
of the integers for which nj increases sufficiently fast are more easily covered using dis-
tinct large moduli, but we show that this is not in general true in the next section. More
precisely, we show that there are sets N for which the nj increase as fast as one wants,
which cannot be covered by congruences with distinct moduli all > 1016. An analogous
result is obtained for odd coverings of subsets of the integers provided no odd covering
with distinct moduli > 1 exists.
Among the questions we have not addressed are the following. Does there exist a
covering of the set of primes or of the set of numbers which are the sum of two squares
that uses only distinct moduli that are greater than an arbitrary fixed bound M? Does there
exist a covering of the set of squarefree numbers using distinct odd moduli> 1? Does there
exist a covering of the set of squarefree numbers using distinct moduli that are all > 10100?
Although we were able to obtain some results for subsets of the form Sf = {f(n) : n ∈
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Z+}, where f(x) ∈ Z[x], we are far from a general result in this direction. In particular,
is it true that for every such Sf , there is a covering of Sf using distinct odd moduli > 1?
Although it will be clear that some of our approach for Fibonacci numbers generalizes to
other recursive sequences, we have not obtained a result for arbitrary recursive sequences
in the integers.
Another topic we investigate in this dissertation is “blocks" of digits in an integer se-
quence. For a positive integer m, let drdr−1 . . . d1d0 be the base b representation of m. We
define a block (of digits) of m base b as a successive sequence of equal digits djdj−1 . . . dk
of maximal length. For example, the base 10 number 888005255 consists of 5 blocks: 888,
00, 5, 2, and 55. We denote the number of blocks of m base b as B(m, b). In the previous
example, we have B(888005255, 10) = 5.
One would expect that, for an integer a that is not a power of the base b, B(an, b) would
grow larger and larger as n tends to infinity. In [3], R. Blecksmith, M. Filaseta, and C. Nicol




if and only if log a/ log b is irrational for integers a and b ≥ 2.
We will be working with the Fibonacci numbers, and throughout the dissertation will
denote the nth Fibonacci number as Fn so that F0 = 0, F1 = 1, and Fn = Fn−1 +Fn−2 for




mirroring the result found in [3].
We include here some numerical data to point toward the two results given above. In
Table 1.1, we exhibit the largest n ≤ 50000 such that the 2n has the prescribed number
of blocks base 10. In Table 1.2, we similarly exhibit the largest n ≤ 50000 such that the
nth Fibonacci number Fn has the prescribed number of blocks base 10. It may also be
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Table 1.1: Blocks of digits in 2n for n ≤ 50000











Table 1.2: Blocks of digits in Fn for n ≤ 50000











of interest to note that, again for n ≤ 50000, the largest B(2n, 10) = 13631 occurs for
n = 49997 and the largest B(Fn, 10) = 9452 occurs for n = 49884.
Another area of interest has been to consider representations of Fibonacci and Lu-
cas numbers in different bases b other than b = 10. In [5], Y. Bugeaud, M. Ciphu, and
M. Mignotte are able to produce a finite list of Fibonacci and Lucas numbers with at most
four non-zero digits in their base 2 representation, the largest of which is F18 = 2584. The
authors also use techniques established by C. L. Stewart in [26] to establish a lower bound
on B(m, a) + B(m, b) for two multiplicatively independent integer bases a and b (and an
integer m > 25). The authors summarize their results by writing that “in two unrelated
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number systems, two miracles cannot happen simultaneously for large integers.”
Integers m satisfying B(m, b) = 1 are of particular interest; such an integer m is
referred to as a base b repdigit. The number F10 = 55 is an example of a Fibonacci number
which is a base 10 repdigit. In [19], F. Luca proves that the largest n for which Fn is a base
10 repdigit is n = 10. There have been a number of other papers focusing on repdigits
and their relationships to recursive sequences, such as [4], [7], and [20]. We can view
our result on blocks of digits in the Fibonacci numbers as extending and generalizing the
results found in [3] and [19].
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CHAPTER 2
COVERING SUBSETS OF THE INTEGERS BY CONGRUENCES
2.1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Definition 1. A covering of a set S ⊂ Z is a finite set of congruences {x ≡ aj (mod mj) :
1 ≤ j ≤ r} (or equivalently a set of pairs (aj,mj) representing these congruences) such
that each s ∈ S satisfies at least one of the congruences x ≡ aj (mod mj) with 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
An odd covering of a set S ⊂ Z is a covering C = {x ≡ aj (mod mj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ r} of
S where each mj is odd. An exact covering of a set S ⊂ Z is a covering C = {x ≡ aj
(mod mj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ r} of S for which each s ∈ S satisfies exactly one of the congruences
x ≡ aj (mod mj) with 1 ≤ j ≤ r. If S = Z, these are referred to as a covering of
the integers, as an odd covering of the integers, and as an exact covering of the integers,
respectively.
The idea of covering subsets of the integers is not really new. For example, the moti-
vating paper by Erdős [6] demonstrates that (1.1) is not only an odd covering of the powers
of 2 but a covering of the powers of 2 where the moduli are distinct odd primes. Hence,
the idea that one can cover a subset of Z in some nice way is in fact part of the point of the
original use of coverings given by Erdős [6]. Analogous to (1.1) providing a covering of
the powers of 2, A. Granville [12] has pointed out that
x ≡ 1 (mod 2), x ≡ 0 (mod 3), x ≡ 1 (mod 7),
x ≡ 0 (mod 17), x ≡ 2 (mod 19), x ≡ 15 (mod 23)
(2.1)
provides a covering of the Fibonacci numbers. As in (1.1), the moduli in (2.1) are distinct
primes. It is also of interest to note that the sum of the reciprocals of the moduli appearing
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in (1.1) is 0.816 . . . < 1 and the sum of the reciprocals of the moduli appearing in (2.1) is
1.131 . . . > 1. For coverings of the integers, it is well-known and not difficult to see that
the sum of the reciprocals of the moduli is always ≥ 1.
We have not addressed the literature on exact coverings of the integers. A classic argu-
ment (cf. [9]) using a complex variable shows that an exact covering of the integers with
moduli > 1 necessarily has the largest modulus appearing as the modulus for two of the
congruences in the covering. This is certainly not necessarily the case when we turn to
covering subsets of the integers.
Next, we discuss some basic results in the general spirit of understanding coverings of
subsets of Z and then turn to some further results that follow from recent work from [14]
and [15].
Proposition 1. If there is no odd covering of the integers with distinct moduli > 1, then
there is no odd covering of the odd integers with distinct moduli > 1.
Proof. Suppose there exists a covering C of the odd integers with distinct odd moduli > 1.
Thus, C = {x ≡ ai (mod mi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}, where each mi is odd and 1 < m1 < m2 <
. . . < mr. To establish the proposition, it suffices to show that C covers all the integers.
Define M := ∏rj=1 mj , and note that M is odd. Let n ∈ Z. Then n is either odd and
covered by a congruence in C or n+M is odd and thus covered by a congruence in C. We
deduce that n+ εM ≡ ak (mod mk) for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and some ε ∈ {0, 1}. But
mk|M , so n ≡ n+ εM ≡ ak (mod mk). Thus, n necessarily satisfies a congruence from
C, completing the proof.
Lemma 1. Let t ∈ Z. Given a covering C = {x ≡ ak (mod mk) : 1 ≤ k ≤ r} of
S ⊆ Z, the set Ct = {x ≡ ak + t (mod mk) : 1 ≤ k ≤ r} is a covering of the set
St = {s+ t : s ∈ S}.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary integer x0 ∈ St. Since x0 ∈ St, we may write x0 = s0 + t for some
s0 ∈ S. Since C is a covering of S, there exists k0 ∈ {1, . . . , r} with s0 ≡ ak0 (mod mk0).
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Further, we have x0 = s0 + t ≡ ak0 + t (mod mk0), so x0 is covered by a congruence from
Ct. Thus, Ct is a covering of St.
The following corollary is a simple consequence of the previous two results.
Corollary 1. If there is no odd covering of the integers with distinct moduli > 1, then there
is no odd covering of the even integers with distinct moduli > 1.
Along the lines of basic results like Lemma 1, we note that if C is a set of congruences
with the least common multiple of the moduli equal to L, then C is a covering of Z if and
only if C is a covering of a set S containing L consecutive integers. In particular, C is a
covering of Z if and only if C is a covering of Z+.
Definition 2. Let P be a property that can be satisfied by some subsets of Z+. We say that
there exist arbitrarily thin sets S satisfying P if for all f(x)→∞ as x→∞, there exists
a set S, depending on f(x), satisfying P and an x0 ∈ R+ such that
|{s ∈ S : s ≤ x}| ≤ f(x) for all x ≥ x0.
Theorem 1. Let r ∈ Z+. LetN be a possibly infinite set of congruences x ≡ a (mod m),
with 0 ≤ a < m, such that any finite set C of congruences from N , with each modulus
appearing in C at most r times, is not a covering of Z. Then there exist arbitrarily thin
sets S ⊂ Z+ such that no covering C of S exists using congruences from N where each
modulus appears in C at most r times.
Proof. Let C(M) denote the set of all finite subsets
C = {x ≡ ak (mod mk) : 1 ≤ k ≤ s} ⊆ N , with m1m2 · · ·ms ≤M.
Given the definition ofN , we have 0 ≤ aj < mj for each j. Note that for any M , there are
finitely many sets C in C(M). As every finite subset C of N belongs to C(M) for some
positive integer M , we deduce that the finite subsets of N are countable.
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We take the finite subsets C of N where each modulus appears in C at most r times,
and we order them C1, C2, . . .. By the conditions in the theorem, each Cj is not a covering
of the integers. For each k ≥ 1, choose an integer nk not covered by Ck. Then the set
S = {n1, n2, . . .} is not covered by a subset C ⊆ N where each modulus appears in C at
most r times.
Observe that if a number n is not covered by some Ck, then neither is any number that
is of the form n plus a multiple of the product of the moduli in Ck. Hence, the values nk
may grow at any desired rate, implying that the set S can be constructed to be arbitrarily
thin.
The case r = 1 is of particular importance to us. If we take N equal to the set of
congruences x ≡ a (mod m) where m > 1016 and a ∈ [0,m) or if we take N equal to
the set of congruences x ≡ a (mod m) where m is odd and > 1 and a ∈ [0,m), then we
obtain respectively the following two results.
Corollary 2. There are arbitrarily thin sets S ⊂ Z for which no covering of S exists using
only distinct moduli greater than 1016.
Corollary 3. If there is no odd covering of the integers using distinct moduli > 1, then
there are arbitrarily thin sets S ⊂ Z for which no odd covering of S, using distinct moduli
> 1, exists.
There is an alternative approach to establishing Corollary 2 and Corollary 3. They both
follow as a consequence of the following.
Theorem 2. There exist arbitrarily thin sets S ⊂ Z+ satisfying the property that if C is a
set of congruences that forms a covering of S, then C is a covering of the integers.
Proof. We give an explicit construction of S. Let x ≥ 3. For simplicity, we describe a set
S ⊂ Z+ which has (log log x)2 elements up to x with the property in the theorem, and
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then we briefly indicate how to modify it to obtain thinner sets S. Define
S = {n+ uu! − 1 : n ∈ Z+, u ∈ Z+, u ≥ n}.
One easily checks that u! ≥ 2u−1 for all positive integers u. If s = n + uu! − 1 ∈ S and
s ≤ x, then we deduce that u2u−1 ≤ x so that u log log x. On the other hand, u ≥ n, so
also n log log x. It follows that there are (log log x)2 elements of S up to x.
Suppose C is a set of congruences that covers S. Let n′ ∈ Z+. Then n′ + uu! − 1 ∈ S
where we can choose the integer u ≥ n′ as we want. We choose u so that u is a prime
that is larger than m for each modulus m appearing in a congruence in C. With φ(x)
denoting the Euler φ-function, we deduce uφ(m) ≡ 1 (mod m) for each such modulus m.
Also, 1 ≤ φ(m) ≤ m ≤ u implies φ(m) divides u! for each modulus m appearing in a
congruence in C. We deduce then that uu! ≡ 1 (mod m) for each such modulus m. Since
C covers S, there is a congruence x ≡ a (mod m) in C for which
n′ + uu! − 1 ≡ a (mod m).
Hence, uu! ≡ 1 (mod m) implies that n′ satisfies the congruence x ≡ a (mod m) in C.
Recalling the remark after Corollary 1, we see that C is a covering of the integers. More
generally, one can repeat this argument with uu! in the definition of S replaced by uw(u)!
with w(u) tending to infinity as quickly as one wants to obtain a set S as thin as one wants
to complete the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 2 makes use of the result by B. Hough [15] mentioned in the introduction.
Our next result similarly relies on this work. To clarify a distinction in these two results,
we note that Corollary 2 is a statement about the existence of thin sets S whereas our next
result is a statement about all sets S which are sufficiently dense in the set of integers.
Proposition 2. Let S ⊆ Z+ satisfy
lim sup
X→∞




Then S cannot be covered by a set of congruences with distinct moduli and with minimum
modulus > 1016.
Proof. Fix S ⊆ Z+, and suppose
C = {x ≡ aj (mod mj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ r}, where 1016 < m1 < m2 < . . . < mr,
is a covering of S. From [15], we know that C is not a covering system of the integers,
so there is an integer x0 with x0 6≡ aj (mod mj) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Let L be the least
common multiple of the modulim1, . . . ,mr (note that the product of these moduli will also
suffice here). Thus, L ≡ 0 (mod mj) for each j. Hence, for every integer k, the number
x0(k) = x0 + kL satisfies x0(k) 6≡ aj (mod mj) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r. It follows that
lim inf
X→∞





Thus, asymptotically at least 1/L of the positive integers are not covered by C. Since C is
a covering of S, we can deduce that the left-hand side of (2.2) is at most 1 − (1/L) < 1.
The proposition follows.
In connection to the above result, it should be noted that there are sets with density
arbitrarily close to 1 which can be covered using moduli that are larger than any prescribed
amount. For example, if we want to use only moduli > M , then we can take z ≥M ,
S = {n ∈ Z+ : ∃ p ∈ (z, ez] such that p|n}
and C = {x ≡ 0 (mod p) : z < p ≤ ez}. The asymptotic density of the set of positive
integers not in S is
lim
X→∞











as z tends to infinity. Hence, by choosing z sufficiently large, the density of S can be made
> 1− ε for any fixed ε > 0.
The following proposition, concerning an odd covering of the prime numbers, makes
use of recent work of J. Harrington [14].
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Proposition 3. There exists a covering of the prime numbers which consists of moduli that
are distinct odd numbers > 1.
Proof. In [14], J. Harrington established the existence of a coveringC of the integers where
the moduli are all odd and > 1, the modulus 3 is used exactly twice, and no other modulus
is repeated. By Lemma 1 with S = Z and an appropriate choice of t, we may suppose that
x ≡ 0 (mod 3) is one of the congruences in C. The only prime p ≡ 0 (mod 3) is p = 3.
Thus, since C is a covering of the integers, every prime p 6= 3 must satisfy a congruence
in C that is different from x ≡ 0 (mod 3). We construct an odd covering C ′ of the primes
as in the proposition by removing the congruence x ≡ 0 (mod 3) from C and including in
C ′ instead the congruence x ≡ 3 (mod m) where m is any odd integer > 1 that does not
appear as a modulus in C. Therefore, this last congruence x ≡ 3 (mod m) is satisfied by
the prime 3 and the other congruences in C ′ cover the remaining primes.
2.2 POWERS OF 2 AND THE FIBONACCI NUMBERS
In this section, we obtain a theorem for coverings of the powers of 2 and a similar result for
coverings of the Fibonacci numbers. The main distinction in the covering results obtained
is that, for the powers of 2, we are able to construct an exact covering. At the end of this
section, however, we demonstrate an example of an odd exact covering of the Fibonacci
numbers.
Theorem 3. Let P ≥ 2, M ≥ 2, and ε > 0. There exists a finite set of congruences
x ≡ aj (mod mj), for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, (2.3)
that satisfies each of the following:
(i) For each n ≥ 0, the number 2n satisfies exactly one of the congruences in (2.3).
(Thus, the congruences form an exact covering of the powers of 2.)
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(ii) The moduli mj are all distinct and each prime divisor of each mj is > P . (In
particular, the congruences form an odd covering of the powers of 2.)
(iii) Each mj > M . (Hence, the minimum modulus is arbitrarily large.)
(iv) The sum of the reciprocals of the moduli mj is < ε. (Therefore, the sum of the
reciprocals of the moduli is arbitrarily small.)
Comment. The main reason for stating (iii) above is to emphasize that the minimum
modulus can be arbitrarily large. Given that each mj > 1 (a consequence of (iii)), the fact
that the minimum modulus can be arbitrarily large is a consequence of (ii).
Proof. Define A(n) = 22n − 1 and B(n) = 22n + 1. As a consequence of K. Zsigmondy’s
Theorem [27], for each n ≥ 1, there is a prime p dividing A(n) that does not divide A(k)
for each integer k ∈ [0, n). Alternatively, we can use that
A(n) = B(n− 1)A(n− 1) = B(n− 1)B(n− 2) · · ·B(0) and B(n− 1)−A(n− 1) = 2
(2.4)
to see that, for n ≥ 1, the number B(n−1) > 1 is a divisor of A(n) that is relatively prime
to A(k) for each integer k ∈ [0, n). For n ≥ 1, we fix dn to be such a divisor of A(n), that
is some divisor > 1 that is relatively prime to each A(k) with 0 ≤ k < n. In particular,
note that the values of dn are pairwise relatively prime.
For n a positive integer, dn has the property that the sequence of powers of 2 repeat
modulo dn with period 2n. To clarify, first, if r = 2n, then
2`+r ≡ 2` (mod dn) for every integer ` ≥ 0,
which follows since the same congruence with the modulus replaced by A(n) is easily
seen to hold and dn | A(n). Second, we observe that the minimum positive integer r for
which 2r ≡ 1 (mod dn) holds, must divide 2n, which can be seen by observing that if two
different values of r satisfy 2r ≡ 1 (mod dn), then so does their greatest common divisor.
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Thus, the minimum r satisfying 2r ≡ 1 (mod dn) is a power of 2 that is ≤ 2n. Finally,
2r ≡ 1 (mod dn) cannot hold for r a power of 2 that is < 2n since dn does not divide A(k)
with 0 ≤ k < n. Thus, the period of the sequence of powers of 2 repeat modulo dn with
period 2n.
In a moment, we will consider a productD of distinct dj . Observe that if n is the largest
subscript of dj in the product D, then the period of the sequence of powers of 2 modulo D
is 2n. Furthermore, in this case, the numbers 2i for 0 ≤ i < 2n are distinct modulo D.
The coprimality of dn and dk for 0 ≤ k < n is enough to ensure that dn tends to infinity
with n and that in fact the minimum prime divisor of dn tends to infinity with n. We now
fix k ∈ Z+ with the property that every dn with n ≥ k has each of its prime divisors > P
and with the property that dn > M for each n ≥ k. In particular, from (2.4), the n− k + 1
numbers
dk, dk+1, . . . , dn−1, dn (2.5)
are pairwise relatively prime divisors > 1 of A(n).
We consider the set Sn of 2n−k integers formed by taking arbitrary products of distinct
numbers from the first n − k divisors of A(n) listed in (2.5). Since these divisors are
pairwise relatively prime, these 2n−k integers are distinct. Thus, the size of Sn is 2n−k. For
each D = dns where s ∈ Sn, we consider a congruence of the form x ≡ 2a (mod D). We
take a ∈ [0, 2n) so that distinct s ∈ Sn are assigned distinct a. Observe that the congruence
x ≡ 2a (mod D) covers the integers 2m satisfying m ≡ a (mod 2n) and no other powers
of 2. We use these 2n−k congruences formed from the 2n−k elements of Sn as described to
cover 2m for m from 2n−k residue classes modulo 2n.
Given the above, we begin with n = k. Thus, initially, we have 1 congruence formed
from the 1 element of Sk, and this congruence covers 2m for m in this 1 residue class
modulo 2k. This 1 residue class modulo 2k corresponds to 2 residue classes modulo 2k+1.
We then take n = k + 1 and cover 2 more residue classes modulo 2k+1. Thus, at this
point 4 different residue classes are covered modulo 2k+1. A straight forward induction
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argument shows that if we continue in this manner, taking n = k + j for increasing values
of j, we cover (j + 1)2j different residue classes modulo 2k+j . We stop this process when
j = J = 2k − 1 since at that point we will be covering
(J + 1)2J = 2k22k−1 = 22k+k−1
different residue classes modulo 2k+J = 22k+k−1. In other words, after considering all
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , J}, we cover 2m for m from every residue class modulo 2k+J , and thus
the congruences formed cover every power of 2. Furthermore, each power of 2 satisfies at
most one of the congruences in this construction. Thus, we obtain a covering system of the
powers of 2 satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii).
Finally, we address (iv). Recall that we can take dn = B(n− 1) = 22
n−1 + 1 for every
positive integer n. Our set of congruences constructed from Sn above, with n = k+j where
0 ≤ j ≤ 2k − 1, consist of |Sn| = 2j moduli divisible by dn. Taking dn = B(n − 1) =















converges, for example, by using a comparison with the inequality
2m




2m−2 for every integer m ≥ 0.
It follows then that the last series in (2.6) tends to 0 as k tends to infinity. Thus, by choosing
k sufficiently large in our construction, we deduce that (iv) also holds.
We turn next to a covering of the Fibonacci numbers Fn. Thus, F0 = 0, F1 = 1 and
Fn+1 = Fn + Fn−1 for n ≥ 1. Our argument will make use of the Lucas numbers Ln











α + β = α
n + βn,
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for all n ≥ 0. Our next lemma easily follows from these identities, and we omit the proof.
Lemma 2. Let u and v denote integers with u ≥ v ≥ 0. The Fibonacci and Lucas numbers
satisfy the following properties.
(a) Fu+v = FuLv − (−1)vFu−v
(b) L2u = L2u − 2(−1)u
We will also make use of the following lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let j be a positive integer. The Fibonacci numbers modulo the Lucas number
L2j are periodic with period dividing 2j+2.
Proof. Let n be a positive integer. Taking u = n + 2j+1 + 2j and v = 2j in Lemma 2 (a),
we have
Fn+2j+2 = Fu+v = FuLv − (−1)vFu−v = FuLv − (−1)vFn+2j+1 .
With u′ = n+ 2j and v = 2j , we deduce from Lemma 2 (a) that
Fn+2j+1 = Fu′+v = Fu′Lv − (−1)vFu′−v = Fu′Lv − (−1)vFn.
Thus,
Fn+2j+2 = FuLv − (−1)v(Fu′Lv − (−1)vFn) = (Fu − (−1)vFu′)Lv + Fn,
so that Fn+2j+2 − Fn is divisible by Lv = L2j . This implies the lemma.
Lemma 4. If j and k are distinct non-negative integers, then gcd(L2j , L2k) = 1.
Proof. Since L1 = 1, it follows from Lemma 2 (b) and induction that L2j and L2k are odd.
We suppose as we may that k > j ≥ 1. Let p be a prime divisor of L2j . In particular,
p > 2. Lemma 2 (b) with u = 2j implies L2j+1 ≡ −2 (mod p) and by induction L2j+t ≡ 2
(mod p) for every integer t ≥ 2. Hence, L2k ≡ ±2 (mod p). Since p > 2, we deduce
p - L2k . The lemma follows.
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The following are consequences of the previous two lemmas.
Corollary 4. Let P = L2a1L2a2 · · ·L2ak for some integer k > 0 and some aj satisfying
1 ≤ a1 < a2 < · · · < ak. The Fibonacci numbers modulo P are periodic with period
dividing 2ak+2.
Corollary 5. The minimum prime divisor of L2j tends to infinity with j.
Our next lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 2 (b) and induction, and we leave
out further details of its proof.
Lemma 5. For every positive integer j, we have L2j ≥ 102
j−3 + 1.
Theorem 4. Let P ≥ 2, M ≥ 2, and ε > 0. There exists a finite set of congruences
x ≡ aj (mod mj), for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, (2.7)
that satisfies each of the following:
(i) For each n ≥ 0, the Fibonacci number Fn satisfies at least one of the congruences
in (2.7). (Thus, the congruences form a covering of the Fibonacci numbers.)
(ii) The moduli mj are all distinct and each prime divisor of each mj is > P . (In
particular, the congruences form an odd covering of the Fibonacci numbers.)
(iii) Each mj > M . (Hence, the minimum modulus is arbitrarily large.)
(iv) The sum of the reciprocals of the moduli mj is < ε. (Therefore, the sum of the
reciprocals of the moduli is arbitrarily small.)
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. From Corollary 5, there is a
k ∈ Z+ with the property that for every integer j ≥ k, L2j has each of its prime divisors
> P . Momentarily, we fix such a k ≥ 3, and consider n ≥ k. In the end, we will want to
choose k large. Observe that Lemma 2 (a) with u = v implies
F2n+1 = F2nL2n = F2n−1L2n−1L2n = · · · = L21L22 · · ·L2n−1L2n .
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Combining the above with Lemma 4, we see that the Lucas numbers
L2k , L2k+1 , . . . , L2n−1 , L2n (2.8)
are relatively prime divisors of F2n+1 . Note that k ≥ 3 easily implies L2j > 1 for every
j ≥ k.
We consider the set Sn of the 2n−k distinct integers formed by taking arbitrary products
of distinct numbers from the first n − k divisors of F2n+1 listed in (2.8). For each D =
D(s, n) = s · L2n where s ∈ Sn, we consider a congruence of the form x ≡ Fa (mod D)
where 0 ≤ a < 2n+2. We take a so that distinct s ∈ Sn are assigned distinct a ∈ [0, 2n+2).
Let Cn denote the set of these 2n−k congruences corresponding to the 2n−k elements of
Sn. By Corollary 4, the congruence x ≡ Fa (mod D) covers the integers Fm satisfying
m ≡ a (mod 2n+2). Thus, Cn covers the set of Fm form from at least 2n−k residue classes
modulo 2n+2.
With the above set-up, we begin with n = k, so that the set Ck just described contains
1 congruence which covers the set of Fm for m from at least 1 residue class modulo 2k+2.
This 1 residue class modulo 2k+2 corresponds to 2 residue classes, say r1 and r2, modulo
2k+3. We then select a ∈ [0, 2k+3) in creating the 2 congruences x ≡ Fa (mod D) forCk+1
so that each of these a’s do not belong to either of the residue classes r1 and r2 modulo 2k+3.
Thus, Ck ∪ Ck+1 covers the integers belonging to a total of 4 residue classes modulo 2k+3.
Similarly, we create 4 congruences for Ck+2 that cover Fm for m from at least 4 residue
classes modulo 2k+4 so that the congruences in Ck ∪ Ck+1 ∪ Ck+2 cover Fm for m from
at least 12 residue classes modulo 2k+4. Inductively, for 0 ≤ j ≤ J with J = 2k+2 − 1,
we create 2j congruences for Ck+j so that the congruences in Ck ∪ Ck+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck+j
cover Fm for m from at least (j + 1)2j residue classes modulo 2k+j+2. Observe that when
j = J , the congruences in Ck ∪Ck+1 ∪ · · · ∪Ck+J cover Fm for m from at least 2k+2
k+2+1
residue classes modulo 2k+2k+2+1. Thus, we obtain a collection of distinct congruences
from C = Ck ∪ Ck+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck+J that satisfy (i) and (ii).
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By taking k sufficiently large, for example so that L2k > M , then (iii) is also satisfied.
For (iv), observe that Ck+i consists of 2i congruences with each modulus ≥ L2k+i . For any
integer k, we note that 2k−3 ≥ k − 3. Since k ≥ 3, we obtain from Lemma 5 that the sum





















Thus, taking k sufficiently large, we can also assure that (iv) holds, establishing the theo-
rem.
Observe that Theorem 3 establishes the existence of an exact covering of the powers
of 2 whereas Theorem 4 establishes a covering of the Fibonacci numbers which is not
necessarily exact. In the general context of the other conditions in these results, we were
not able to strengthen Theorem 4 to give an exact covering of the Fibonacci numbers. On
the other hand, it is of some interest to note that an exact odd covering of the Fibonacci
numbers does exist. We simply document here, in the first column of Table 2.1 below, such
a covering and leave the details of the verification that the covering given is an exact odd
covering of the Fibonacci numbers to the reader. The second column clarifies the Fibonacci
numbers covered by each congruence in the first column.
2.3 SUMS OF TWO SQUARES
In this section, we prove
Theorem 5. There is a covering of the set of integers which are sums of two squares that
uses only distinct odd moduli > 1.
We will make use of the following classical result. We omit the proof. For the state-
ment, we note that pe‖n means that pe|n and pe+1 - n, and we allow here for the possibility
that e = 0.
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Table 2.1: An exact odd covering of the Fibonacci numbers
congruence
n for which Fn
satisfies congruence
x ≡ 2 (mod 3) n ≡ 3, 5, 6 (mod 8)
x ≡ 0 (mod 7) n ≡ 0 (mod 8)
x ≡ 13 (mod 21) n ≡ 7, 9, 10 (mod 16)
x ≡ 3 (mod 141) n ≡ 4, 12 (mod 32)
x ≡ 1 (mod 329) n ≡ 1, 2, 31 (mod 32)
x ≡ 843 (mod 987) n ≡ 20 (mod 32)
x ≡ 610 (mod 2207) n ≡ 15, 49 (mod 64)
x ≡ 1597 (mod 103729) n ≡ 17, 47 (mod 64)
x ≡ 311184 (mod 311187) n ≡ 60 (mod 64)
x ≡ 317811 (mod 726103) n ≡ 28 (mod 64)
x ≡ 2584 (mod 3261) n ≡ 18 (mod 128)
x ≡ 1464 (mod 7609) n ≡ 50 (mod 128)
x ≡ 6112 (mod 22827) n ≡ 82 (mod 128)
x ≡ 50712 (mod 51089) n ≡ 114 (mod 128)
Lemma 6. A positive integer n is the sum of two squares if and only if each prime p ≡ 3
(mod 4) satisfies pe‖n for some even nonnegative integer e.
For vectors−→a = 〈a1, . . . , at〉 and−→m = 〈m1, . . . ,mt〉, with a1, . . . , at arbitrary integers
and with m1, . . . ,mt positive pairwise relatively prime integers, we denote by J−→a ,−→mK the
unique congruence x ≡ A (mod M), given by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, where
M = m1 · · ·mt and where A ∈ [0,M) ∩ Z simultaneously satisfies the congruences
x ≡ a1 (mod m1), x ≡ a2 (mod m2), . . . , x ≡ ar (mod mt).
Again, we are interested only in the case where the mj are positive pairwise relatively
prime integers. Note that, for convenience later, we do not require that aj ∈ [0,mj).
Our next two lemmas are similar in nature. The basic idea behind these lemmas has
been used by a number of authors and can be traced back to at least C. E. Krukenberg’s
1971 dissertation [17].
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Lemma 7. Let p be a prime. Let S ⊆ Z+ have the property that given any integers m and
u with p - m and any s1 ∈ S, there is an s2 ∈ S such that s2 ≡ s1 (mod m) and s2 ≡ u
(mod p). Let C1, C2 and C = C1 ∪ C2 be sets of congruences given by
C1 = {J〈aj〉, 〈mj〉K : 1 ≤ j ≤ r} and C2 = {J〈bj, bj〉, 〈p,m′j〉K : 1 ≤ j ≤ s},
where p is a prime, each modulusmj appearing in C1 is at least 2 and relatively prime to p,
and each modulus pm′j appearing in C2 is not divisible by p
2 (and, hence, exactly divisible
by p). Suppose that C is a covering for the set
{
s′ ∈ S : s′ ≡ a (mod p) for some a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 2}
}
.
Then every integer in S satisfies at least one of the r + ts+ q congruences given below:
(i) J〈aj〉, 〈mj〉K, for 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
(ii) J〈pi−1 − 1 + bjpi−1, bj〉, 〈pi,m′j〉K, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t and 1 ≤ j ≤ s,
(iii) J〈j,−1〉, 〈q, pt−j〉K, for 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1,
where q is an arbitrary fixed prime such that q - (pm′1 · · ·m′s) and where t ∈ Z satisfies
t ≥ q.
We will turn to the proof shortly. We note first that S = Z has the property required
of S in the second sentence of the lemma. Perhaps less clear is that the set S of integers
which are a sum of two squares has this property, and this will be the S of interest to us
(and we will only require p = 5). We explain next why the integers that are a sum of two
squares can be used for S in Lemma 7.
As a preliminary result, we let a and b be integers with gcd(a, 2b) = 1. We show first
that there are infinitely many n ∈ Z such that an + b is a prime that is 1 modulo 4. Since
a is odd, there is an n0 ∈ Z such that an0 + b ≡ 1 (mod 4). Let n = n0 + 4k where k is
an integer to be determined. Thus, an + b = an0 + b + 4ak. Since an0 + b ≡ 1 (mod 4)
and gcd(a, b) = 1, we deduce gcd(an0 + b, 4a) = 1. Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in
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arithmetic progressions implies now that there are infinitely many integers k such that, with
n chosen as above, an+ b is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4.
To see that the integers that are a sum of two squares can be used for S in Lemma 7
with p an arbitrary prime, let m and u be as stated and let s1 be a sum of two squares. We
suppose as we may that u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}. If s1 = 0, then we define v = 1. If s1 6= 0,
we define v as a positive integer with the property that if qe|s1 where q is a prime and e is a
positive integer, then e+ 2 ≤ 2v. Set d = gcd(s1,m2v), s′ = s1/d and m′ = m2v/d. Note
that gcd(s′,m′) = 1. Also, the definition of v implies that if q is a prime and e is a positive
integer satisfying qe‖d, then qe‖s1. From Lemma 6, we see that since s1 and m2v are each
the sum of two squares, so are d, s′ and m′. Since p - m, we have p - d. Also, since p - m,
there is a k0 ∈ Z such that s1 + k0m2v ≡ u (mod p2). Let k = k0 + p2`, where ` is an
integer to be chosen. We take
s2 = s1 + km2v = s1 + k0m2v + p2`m2v = d(s′ + k0m′ + p2m′`).
Observe that s2 ≡ s1 (mod m) and s2 ≡ s1 + k0m2v ≡ u (mod p). We are left with
showing s2 is a sum of two squares. We consider a couple cases.








The expression (s′ + k0m′)/p2 is an integer relatively prime to m′. If m′ is odd, then our
preliminary result above with a = m′ and b = (s′ + k0m′)/p2 implies that we can take `
so that a`+ b is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. As s2 is then a product of the 3 numbers
d, p2 and a` + b each of which is a sum of two squares, so is s2. If m′ is even, then m is
even and our definition of v implies 4|m′. Also, p - m, so p is odd, and p2 ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Since gcd(s′,m′) = 1, s′ is odd. Since s′ is a sum of two squares, s′ ≡ 1 (mod 4). Thus,
Dirichlet’s Theorem implies there is an ` ∈ Z such that (s′ + k0m′)/p2 + m′` is a prime
that is 1 modulo 4. Again, we see that s2 is a sum of two squares.
If u 6= 0, then s′ + k0m′ is not divisible by p. Further, it is relatively prime to m′.
If m′ is even, then, as in the last case, 4|m′, s′ ≡ 1 (mod 4) and there is an ` such that
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s′ + k0m′ + p2m′` is a prime that is 1 modulo 4. Thus, s2 is a sum of two squares. So
suppose m′ is odd. If p is odd, then we use our preliminary result above with a = p2m′
and b = s′ + k0m′ to see that we can take ` with a` + b a prime congruent to 1 modulo
4. Again, we deduce then that s2 is a sum of two squares. Suppose now that p = 2. In
this case, u ∈ {0, 1} and u 6= 0, so u = 1. Hence, s1 + k0m2v ≡ u (mod p2) implies
s1 + k0m2v ≡ 1 (mod 4). Since p - m, we have that m is odd. Thus, d is odd. Since d is a
sum of two squares, d ≡ 1 (mod 4). We deduce that
s′ + k0m′ ≡ d(s′ + k0m′) ≡ s1 + k0m2v ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Since s′ + k0m′ is relatively prime to 4m′, we can choose ` so that s′ + k0m′ + p2m′` =
s′ + k0m′ + 4m′` is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. Again, s2 is a sum of two squares.
Before proceeding to the proof of Lemma 7, we note that if m1, . . . ,mr are distinct
and m′1, . . . ,m
′
s are distinct, then the various moduli appearing in (i), (ii) and (iii) are all
distinct. The condition q - (pm′1 · · ·m′s) makes this easier to see; however, it is more than
one needs. We note also that if one is interested in not introducing new prime divisors into
the product of the moduli, this generally can be done by instead taking q to be an integer
not divisible by p and different from each modulus m′j .
Proof. To prove Lemma 7, for each u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 1}, we define
C
(u)
2 = {J〈bj〉, 〈m′j〉K : 1 ≤ j ≤ s, bj ≡ u (mod p)}.
We begin by showing that for each u 6= p− 1, the set C1 ∪ C(u)2 covers the set S.
Fix u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 2}, and let Tu denote the set of j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} for which









By the condition on S in the lemma, there is an n0 ∈ S such that n0 ≡ u (mod p) and for
some integer n′ we have









Since C covers the integers in S that are u modulo p, either n0 ≡ aj (mod mj) for some
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} or n0 ≡ bj (mod pm′j) for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}. In the former case,
n, being congruent to n0 modulo each mj , satisfies a congruence in C1. In the latter case,
n ≡ n0 ≡ bj (mod m′j) for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}. Also, bj ≡ n0 ≡ u (mod p), so




Note that (ii) with i = 1 corresponds to the congruences in C2. Thus, every integer
congruent to 0, 1, . . . , p− 3, or p− 2 modulo p satisfies a congruence from either (i) or (ii).
We restrict ourselves now to integers n ∈ S that are congruent to p− 1 modulo p. Observe
that either n = −1 or there is some ` ≥ 1 such that
n ≡ −1 (mod p`) and n 6≡ −1 (mod p`+1). (2.9)
First, we consider n 6= −1 and the case in (2.9) where ` ≤ t − 1. Then, with ` as above,
n ≡ p` − 1 + p`u (mod p`+1) where u 6≡ p − 1 (mod p). Suppose n does not satisfy a
congruence in C1. Then since C1 ∪ C(u)2 is a covering of S, there is a j ∈ Tu such that
n ≡ bj (mod m′j). Since j ∈ Tu, we have bj ≡ u (mod p) which implies up` ≡ bjp`
(mod p`+1). Hence, n ≡ p` − 1 + p`bj (mod p`+1). Thus, n satisfies (ii) with i = `+ 1.
So far, we have that n satisfies a congruence in (i) or (ii) provided n 6= −1 and the
value of ` in (2.9) satisfies ` ≤ t− 1. Now, suppose n = −1 or ` in (2.9) is ≥ t. Either of
these implies that n ≡ −1 (mod pi) for every integer i ∈ [1, t]. Also, n ≡ k (mod q) for
some k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. Since 1 ≤ t − k ≤ t, we obtain n ≡ −1 (mod pt−k), so n
satisfies the congruence in (iii) corresponding to j = k. This completes the proof.
Lemma 8. Let `, r and s be integers with ` ≥ 1, 0 ≤ r ≤ ` and 0 ≤ s ≤ `. Let b1, . . . , b`
and m1, . . . ,m` be integers, with each mj > 1. Let b′1, . . . , b′r, b′′1, . . . , b′′s , m′1, . . . ,m′r and
m′′1, . . . ,m
′′
s be such that {(b′j,m′j) : 1 ≤ j ≤ r} and {(b′′j ,m′′j ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ s} are both
subsets of {(bj,mj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ `}. Let p be an odd prime such that p - 3m1 · · ·m`, and
let a, w and t be integers with w ≥ 1 and t ≥ p − 1. Suppose n is an integer which
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satisfies the congruence J〈a, b1, . . . , b`〉, 〈3w,m1, . . . ,m`〉K. Then n satisfies at least one of
the following congruences:
(i) J〈a+ 2(3w + 3w+1 + · · ·+ 3i−2), b′1, . . . , b′r〉, 〈3i,m′1, . . . ,m′r〉K, for w + 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
(ii) J〈a+2(3w+3w+1+· · ·+3i−2)+3i−1, b′′1, . . . , b′′s〉, 〈3i,m′′1, . . . ,m′′s〉K, forw+1 ≤ i ≤ t,
(iii) J〈a+ 2(3w + 3w+1 + · · ·+ 3t−k−1), k〉, 〈3t−k, p〉K, for 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1,
where empty sums are interpreted as equal to 0.
Proof. Let n be an integer satisfying the congruence J〈a, b1, . . . , b`〉, 〈3w,m1, . . . ,m`〉K. If
n ≡ a (mod 3w+1), then n satisfies (i) with i = w+ 1. If n ≡ a+ 3w (mod 3w+1), then n
satisfies (ii) with i = w+1. Since n ≡ a (mod 3w), we are left with the case n ≡ a+2 ·3w
(mod 3w+1). Again, there are three possibilities. If n ≡ a + 2 · 3w (mod 3w+2), then n
satisfies (i) with i = w+ 2. If n ≡ a+ 2 · 3w + 3w+1 (mod 3w+2), then n satisfies (ii) with
i = w + 2. We are left then with n ≡ a + 2(3w + 3w+1) (mod 3w+2). Continuing in this
manner, using a congruence from (i) and a congruence from (ii) with successive values of
i, we are left with n satisfying either (i) or (ii) unless n ≡ a + 2(3w + 3w+1 + · · · + 3t−1)
(mod 3t). For such n, there is a k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} such that n satisfies both n ≡ k
(mod p) and n ≡ a + 2(3w + 3w+1 + · · · + 3t−k−1) (mod 3t−k), where the first of these
congruences determines k and the second follows from n ≡ a+ 2(3w + 3w+1 + · · ·+ 3t−1)
(mod 3t). Thus, in this case, n satisfies a congruence in (iii), completing the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let S = {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, . . .} be the set of integers that are a sum of
two squares. We begin by using a single congruence to cover every element n of S that
is divisible by 3. Lemma 6 implies that each such n satisfies n ≡ 0 (mod 9). Hence, we
cover these n by using the congruence
J〈0〉, 〈9〉K, (C1)
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where we indicate here, and throughout the proof, congruences in our final covering of S
by labelling them with (C∗) with ∗ replaced by a number. Now, we use
J〈1〉, 〈3〉K (C2)
to cover those n in S that are are 1 modulo 3. Thus, what remains is for us to cover the
elements of S that are 2 modulo 3.
We separate the remaining elements of S into three groups, depending on whether they
are 2, 5 or 8 modulo 9. We work first with those n ∈ S for which n ≡ 2 (mod 9). These
we in turn break up into 5 groups depending on what they are congruent to modulo 5. The
n congruent to 0, 1 or 2 modulo 5 (that also satisfy n ≡ 2 (mod 9)) are covered by the
three congruences
J〈0〉, 〈5〉K, J〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 5〉K, and J〈2, 2〉, 〈9, 5〉K. (C3)
We seperate the n ∈ S for which n ≡ 2 (mod 9) and n ≡ 3 (mod 5), into 7 groups
depending on what residue class they belong to modulo 7. We take advantage of Lemma 6
again to see that the n ∈ S divisible by 7 satisfy n ≡ 0 (mod 49). We therefore can cover
the n in all 7 of the groups by using the congruences
J〈0〉, 〈49〉K, J〈1〉, 〈7〉K, J〈2, 2〉, 〈3, 7〉K, J〈3, 3〉, 〈5, 7〉K,
J〈2, 3, 4〉, 〈3, 5, 7〉K, J〈2, 5〉, 〈9, 7〉K and J〈2, 3, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K.
(C4)
As of now, we are left with covering the n ∈ S which satisfy one of the congruences
J〈2, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K, J〈5〉, 〈9〉K and J〈8〉, 〈9〉K. We return to the first of these later in the argument.
Next, we cover the elements of S satisfying J〈5〉, 〈9〉K. We break these up into their 5
residue classes modulo 5. The first two congruences in (C3) will already cover the n ∈ S
for which n ≡ 5 (mod 9) and n is either 0 or 1 modulo 5.
We cover the n ∈ S that satisfy the congruence J〈5, 2〉, 〈9, 5〉K next. For this, we use
Lemma 8 with a = 5, w = 2, r = 0, s = 1, b′′1 = 2 and m′′1 = 5. The values of t and
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p do not play a significant role, though they will need to be sufficiently large. We take
t = p = 53. Thus, our congruences here are
J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2)〉, 〈3i〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 53,
J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 2〉, 〈3i, 5〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 53,
and J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 352−k), k〉, 〈353−k, 53〉K, for 0 ≤ k ≤ 52.
(C5)
Next, we cover the integers in S satifying J〈5, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K by grouping them into 7 dif-
ferent residue classes modulo 7. All integers in S divisible by 7 have been covered by the
first congruence in (C4). For the integers satisfying J〈5, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K and that are either 1, 2,
3 or 4 modulo 7, we can use the congruences J〈1〉, 〈7〉K, J〈2, 2〉, 〈3, 7〉K, J〈3, 3〉, 〈5, 7〉K and
J〈2, 3, 4〉, 〈3, 5, 7〉K from (C4). For the integers in J〈5, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K that are 5 modulo 7, we
apply Lemma 8 with a = 5, w = 2, r = 0, s = 2, b′′1 = 3, b′′2 = 5, m′′1 = 5 and m′′2 = 7.
We note that we can take t = p = 53 as before. For Lemma 8 here, we are reusing the
congruences
J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2)〉, 〈3i〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 53,
and J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 352−k), k〉, 〈353−k, 53〉K, for 0 ≤ k ≤ 52,
which appear in (C5) and making use of the additional following congruences
J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 5〉, 〈3i, 5, 7〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 53. (C6)
For the remaining integers in S satisfying J〈5, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K which are 6 modulo 7, we apply
Lemma 8 again, this time with a = 5, w = 2, r = 0, s = 1, b′′1 = 6, m′′1 = 7, and
t = p = 53. For this application of Lemma 8, after reusing congruences from (C5) as
above, we use the additional congruences
J〈5 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 6〉, 〈3i, 7〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 53. (C7)
Thus far, we have covered the integers in S satisfying the congruence J〈5〉, 〈9〉K except for
those that are 4 modulo 5. Combining what we now know, we are left with covering the
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n ∈ S which satisfy one of the congruences J〈2, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K, J〈5, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K and J〈8〉, 〈9〉K.
We deal with the integers in S satisfying J〈8〉, 〈9〉K next.
We break up the integers in S satisfying J〈8〉, 〈9〉K into groups depending on the residue
class they belong to modulo 5. We use the congruences J〈0〉, 〈5〉K and J〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 5〉K from
(C3) to cover those integers in S satisfying J〈8〉, 〈9〉K that are 0 or 1 modulo 5. The remain-
ing integers in S satisfying J〈8〉, 〈9〉K must satisfy one of the congruences J〈8, 2〉, 〈9, 5〉K,
J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K and J〈8, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K.
We group those satisfying J〈8, 2〉, 〈9, 5〉K into the 7 residue classes modulo 7. The
first 3 congruences in (C4) we reuse so that we are left with elements in S satisfying
J〈8, 2〉, 〈9, 5〉K that also satisfy one of the congruences
J〈8, 2, 3〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K, J〈8, 2, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K, J〈8, 2, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K and J〈8, 2, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K.
We examine these in reverse order.
We group those integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K, into their 11 residue classes
modulo 11. Since 11 ≡ 3 (mod 4), Lemma 6 implies that the congruence
J〈0〉, 〈121〉K (C8)
covers every integer in S divisible by 11. We cover 9 further residue classes modulo 11, of
the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K, using the congruences
J〈1〉, 〈11〉K, J〈2, 2〉, 〈3, 11〉K, J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 11〉K,
J〈2, 4〉, 〈5, 11〉K, J〈2, 2, 5〉, 〈3, 5, 11〉K, J〈8, 2, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 11〉K,
J〈6, 7〉, 〈7, 11〉K, J〈2, 6, 8〉, 〈3, 7, 11〉K and J〈8, 6, 9〉, 〈9, 7, 11〉K.
(C9)
To cover the residue class of integers that are 10 modulo 11 that are in S and satisfy the
congruence J〈8, 2, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K, we apply Lemma 8, with a = 8, w = 2, r = 1, s = 2,
b′1 = 10, b′′1 = 6, b′′2 = 10, m′1 = 11, m′′1 = 7, m′′2 = 11 and t = p = 59. This leads to the
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additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 10〉, 〈3i, 11〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 6, 10〉, 〈3i, 7, 11〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 358−k), k〉, 〈359−k, 59〉K, for 0 ≤ k ≤ 58.
(C10)
Thus, the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K will be covered by the congruences
given in (C8)-(C10).
Next, we turn to the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K. We split these up into
congruences classes modulo 11 as well. Those congruent to 0, . . . , 6 (mod 11) are covered
by (C8) and the first six congruences in (C9). Those congruent to 7, 8 or 9 modulo 11 are
covered by one of
J〈2, 5, 7〉, 〈5, 7, 11〉K, J〈2, 2, 5, 8〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 11〉K and J〈8, 2, 5, 9〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K.
(C11)
To cover those that are 10 modulo 11, we apply Lemma 8, with a = 8, w = 2, r = 1,
s = 2, b′1 = 10, b′′1 = 2, b′′2 = 10, m′1 = 11, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 11 and t = p = 59. For this, we
reuse congruences from (C10). We are then left with the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 2, 10〉, 〈3i, 5, 11〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59. (C12)
Our congruences thus far cover then the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K.
Next, we turn to the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K. Again, consider
their residue classes modulo 11 and use (C8) and the first six congruences in (C9) to
cover those that are in the residue classes 0, . . . , 6 modulo 11. Furthermore, our use
of Lemma 8 leading to (C12) covers the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K that
are 10 modulo 11. To finish covering the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K,
we are left now with covering those integers in S which satisfy one of the congruences
J〈8, 2, 4, 7〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, J〈8, 2, 4, 8〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K and J〈8, 2, 4, 9〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K. To cover
those satisfying J〈8, 2, 4, 7〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, we break them up into the 7 residue classes 4, 11,
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18, . . . , 46 they belong to modulo 49. We cover these in turn by using the congruences
J〈2, 4〉, 〈3, 49〉K, J〈2, 11〉, 〈5, 49〉K, J〈8, 18〉, 〈9, 49〉K, J〈2, 2, 25〉, 〈3, 5, 49〉K,
J〈8, 2, 32〉, 〈9, 5, 49〉K, J〈2, 39, 7〉, 〈3, 49, 11〉K and J〈2, 46, 7〉, 〈5, 49, 11〉K.
(C13)
The first 5 of these congruences also cover the integers in S satisfying
J〈8, 2, 4, 8〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K which are in the residue classes 4, 11, 18, 25 and 32 modulo
49. To cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 4, 8〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K which are in the residue
classes 39 and 46 modulo 49, we use the congruences
J〈8, 39, 8〉, 〈9, 49, 11〉K and J〈2, 2, 46, 8〉, 〈3, 5, 49, 11〉K. (C14)
The first 5 of congruences in (C13) also cover the integers in S satisfying
J〈8, 2, 4, 9〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K which are in the residue classes 4, 11, 18, 25 and 32 modulo 49.
Those in the residue classes 39 and 46 modulo 49 satisfy one of the congruences
J〈8, 2, 39, 9〉, 〈9, 5, 49, 11〉K, J〈8, 46〉, 〈27, 49〉K,
J〈17, 2, 46〉, 〈27, 5, 49〉K and J〈26, 2, 46, 9〉, 〈27, 5, 49, 11〉K.
(C15)
We have now finished covering those integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K.
We turn to congruences to cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 3〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K. We
break up these integers into 13 residue classes modulo 13 and cover the integers in 12 of
these residue classes using the congruences
J〈0〉, 〈13〉K, J〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 13〉K, J〈8, 2〉, 〈9, 13〉K, J〈2, 3〉, 〈5, 13〉K,
J〈2, 2, 4〉, 〈3, 5, 13〉K, J〈8, 2, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 13〉K, J〈3, 6〉, 〈7, 13〉K,
J〈2, 3, 7〉, 〈3, 7, 13〉K, J〈8, 3, 8〉, 〈9, 7, 13〉K, J〈2, 3, 9〉, 〈5, 7, 13〉K,
J〈2, 2, 3, 10〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 13〉K and J〈8, 2, 3, 11〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 13〉K.
(C16)
For those in the residue class 12 modulo 13, we apply Lemma 8, with a = 8, w = 2, r = 1,
s = 2, b′1 = 12, b′′1 = 2, b′′2 = 12, m′1 = 13, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 13 and t = p = 59. We reuse
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the last set of congruences in (C10) and make use of the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 12〉, 〈3i, 13〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 2, 12〉, 〈3i, 5, 13〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C17)
The last set of congruences in (C10) and the congruences in (C16) and (C17) cover then the
integers in S satisfying J〈8, 2, 3〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K. We have therefore covered now all the integers
in S satisfying J〈8, 2〉, 〈9, 5〉K.
Next, we will cover the the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K. Any of the previous
congruences used can be used here as long as they intersect the class 8 modulo 9 and 3
modulo 5. In particular, the first 5 congruences in (C4) imply that we need only concern
ourselves with integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K and J〈8, 3, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7〉K. Com-
bining this information with the congruences (C8), (C9) and (C10), what remains to be
covered of the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K are those satisfying one of
J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, J〈8, 3, 5, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, J〈8, 3, 5, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K,
J〈8, 3, 5, 7〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, J〈8, 3, 5, 8〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, J〈8, 3, 5, 9〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K,
J〈8, 3, 5, 10〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K,
J〈8, 3, 6, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K and J〈8, 3, 6, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K.
Of these, the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K and J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K
will be covered last.
To cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, we break up these inte-
gers into residue classes modulo 19 and make use of the 24 divisors of 32 · 5 · 7 · 11 to form
the congruences we want. To specify, we use the congruences
J〈8, j〉, 〈3j, 19〉K, J〈8, 3, j + 3〉, 〈3j, 5, 19〉K, J〈8, 5, j + 6〉, 〈3j, 11, 19〉K,
J〈8, 3, 5, j + 9〉, 〈3j, 5, 11, 19〉K, J〈8, 5, j + 12〉, 〈3j, 7, 19〉K,
J〈8, 3, 5, j + 15〉, 〈3j, 5, 7, 19〉K and J〈5, 5, 18〉, 〈7, 11, 19〉K, for j ∈ {0, 1, 2},
(C18)
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to cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K.
For the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, we make use of the congru-
ences
J〈0〉, 〈17〉K, J〈2, 1〉, 〈3, 17〉K, J〈3, 2〉, 〈5, 17〉K, J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 17〉K,
J〈2, 3, 4〉, 〈3, 5, 17〉K, J〈8, 3, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 17〉K, J〈6, 6〉, 〈11, 17〉K,
J〈2, 6, 7〉, 〈3, 11, 17〉K, J〈3, 6, 8〉, 〈5, 11, 17〉K, J〈8, 6, 9〉, 〈9, 11, 17〉K,
J〈2, 3, 6, 10〉, 〈3, 5, 11, 17〉K, J〈8, 3, 6, 11〉, 〈9, 5, 11, 17〉K, J〈5, 12〉, 〈7, 17〉K,
J〈2, 5, 13〉, 〈3, 7, 17〉K, J〈3, 5, 14〉, 〈5, 7, 17〉K,
J〈8, 5, 15〉, 〈9, 7, 17〉K and J〈2, 3, 5, 16〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 17〉K.
(C19)
Thus, these integers have been covered by breaking them up into their residue classes
modulo 17.
We break up the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 7〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K into their residue
classes modulo 13. Observe that moduli with largest prime divisor 13 have been used in
(C16) and (C17). Here, the moduli will be different in that the largest two prime divi-
sors will be 11 and 13. We cover the residue classes 0, 1, . . . , 11 modulo 13 by using the
congruences
J〈7, 0〉, 〈11, 13〉K, J〈2, 7, 1〉, 〈3, 11, 13〉K, J〈8, 7, 2〉, 〈9, 11, 13〉K,
J〈3, 7, 3〉, 〈5, 11, 13〉K, J〈2, 3, 7, 4〉, 〈3, 5, 11, 13〉K, J〈8, 3, 7, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 11, 13〉K,
J〈5, 7, 6〉, 〈7, 11, 13〉K, J〈2, 5, 7, 7〉, 〈3, 7, 11, 13〉K,
J〈8, 5, 7, 8〉, 〈9, 7, 11, 13〉K, J〈3, 5, 7, 9〉, 〈5, 7, 11, 13〉K,
J〈2, 3, 5, 7, 10〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 11, 13〉K and J〈8, 3, 5, 7, 11〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 13〉K.
(C20)
For the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 7〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K and that lie in the residue class 12
modulo 13, we apply Lemma 8, with a = 8, w = 2, r = 1, s = 3, b′1 = 12, b′′1 = 3,
b′′2 = 7, b′′3 = 12, m′1 = 13, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 11, m′′3 = 13 and t = p = 59. Thus, we reuse
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congruences from (C10) and (C17) and add the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 7, 12〉, 〈3i, 5, 11, 13〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59, (C21)
to our collection of congruences.
To cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 8〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, we can reuse the con-
gruences in (C19) to cover those that fall into one of the residue classes 0, 1, . . . , 5 and
12, 13, . . . , 16 modulo 17. To cover those in the remaining residue classes modulo 17, we
use the congruences
J〈8, 3, 5, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 17〉K, J〈5, 8, 7〉, 〈7, 11, 17〉K,
J〈2, 5, 8, 8〉, 〈3, 7, 11, 17〉K, J〈3, 5, 8, 9〉, 〈5, 7, 11, 17〉K,
J〈8, 5, 8, 10〉, 〈9, 7, 11, 17〉K and J〈2, 3, 5, 8, 11〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 11, 17〉K.
(C22)
Note that (C8) is the only congruence thus far involving a modulus divisible by 121. To
cover the integers in S that satisfy the congruence J〈8, 3, 5, 9〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, we break them
up into 11 residue classes modulo 121. These integers are thus covered by the congruences
J〈2, 9〉, 〈3, 121〉K, J〈3, 20〉, 〈5, 121〉K, J〈8, 31〉, 〈9, 121〉K, J〈2, 3, 42〉, 〈3, 5, 121〉K,
J〈8, 3, 53〉, 〈9, 5, 121〉K, J〈5, 64〉, 〈7, 121〉K, J〈2, 5, 75〉, 〈3, 7, 121〉K,
J〈3, 5, 86〉, 〈5, 7, 121〉K, J〈8, 5, 97〉, 〈9, 7, 121〉K,
J〈2, 3, 5, 108〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 121〉K and J〈8, 3, 5, 119〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 121〉K.
(C23)
We cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 10〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K by breaking them up
into residue classes modulo 23. These are then covered by using the congruences
J〈8, j〉, 〈3j, 23〉K, J〈8, 3, j + 3〉, 〈3j, 5, 23〉K, J〈8, 5, j + 6〉, 〈3j, 7, 23〉K,
J〈8, 10, j + 9〉, 〈3j, 11, 23〉K, J〈8, 3, 5, j + 12〉, 〈3j, 5, 7, 23〉K,
J〈8, 3, 10, j + 15〉, 〈3j, 5, 11, 23〉K, J〈8, 5, 10, j + 18〉, 〈3j, 7, 11, 23〉K,
J〈3, 5, 10, 21〉, 〈5, 7, 11, 23〉K and J〈2, 3, 5, 10, 22〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 11, 23〉K, for j ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
(C24)
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Next, we turn to covering the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K. We
break these up into residue classes modulo 17. The first 12 congruences from (C19) cover
those integers in the residue classes 0, 1, . . . , 11 modulo 17. To cover those integers in the
residue classes 12, 13 and 14 modulo 17, we use the congruences
J〈8, 3, 6, 6, 12〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 17〉K,
J〈8, 13〉, 〈27, 17〉K, J〈17, 3, 13〉, 〈27, 5, 17〉K, J〈26, 6, 13〉, 〈27, 7, 17〉K,
J〈8, 6, 14〉, 〈27, 11, 17〉K, J〈17, 3, 6, 14〉, 〈27, 5, 7, 17〉K
and J〈26, 3, 6, 14〉, 〈27, 5, 11, 17〉K.
(C25)
For those integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K and in the residue class 15 mod-
ulo 17, we cover separately the 3 residue classes 8, 17 and 26 modulo 27 that they belong
to, covering the first two directly and using Lemma 8 to cover the third. For Lemma 8, we
want a = 26, w = 3, r = 1, s = 2, b′1 = 15, b′′1 = 3, b′′2 = 15, m′1 = 17, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 17,
and t = p = 59. We reuse the last 59 congruences in (C10). This leads to the additional
congruences
J〈8, 6, 6, 15〉, 〈27, 7, 11, 17〉K, J〈17, 3, 6, 6, 15〉, 〈27, 5, 7, 11, 17〉K,
J〈26 + 2(33 + 34 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 15〉, 〈3i, 17〉K, for 4 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈26 + 2(33 + 34 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 15〉, 〈3i, 5, 17〉K, for 4 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C26)
For the remaining integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 6〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K, which are 16 modulo
17, we break them up into their residue classes modulo 13 and note that we have not used
any moduli yet where the largest two prime divisors are 13 and 17. We are able then to
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cover these integers by using the congruences
J〈0, 16〉, 〈13, 17〉K, J〈2, 1, 16〉, 〈3, 13, 17〉K, J〈8, 2, 16〉, 〈9, 13, 17〉K,
J〈3, 3, 16〉, 〈5, 13, 17〉K, J〈2, 3, 4, 16〉, 〈3, 5, 13, 17〉K,
J〈8, 3, 5, 16〉, 〈9, 5, 13, 17〉K, J〈6, 6, 16〉, 〈7, 13, 17〉K,
J〈2, 6, 7, 16〉, 〈3, 7, 13, 17〉K, J〈8, 6, 8, 16〉, 〈9, 7, 13, 17〉K,
J〈6, 9, 16〉, 〈11, 13, 17〉K, J〈2, 6, 10, 16〉, 〈3, 11, 13, 17〉K,
J〈8, 6, 11, 16〉, 〈9, 11, 13, 17〉K and J〈3, 6, 12, 16〉, 〈5, 7, 13, 17〉K.
(C27)
Now, we cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K by breaking them
up into their residue classes modulo 19 and beginning with congruences similar to the
last case but with 17 there replaced by 19 here. In particular, we use (C18) to cover
those integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that lie in one of the residue classes
0, 1, . . . , 10 and 11 modulo 19. For those congruent to 12, 13 or 14 modulo 19, we use the
congruences
J〈8, 3, 6, 5, 12〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 19〉K,
J〈8, 13〉, 〈27, 19〉K, J〈17, 3, 13〉, 〈27, 5, 19〉K, J〈26, 6, 13〉, 〈27, 7, 19〉K,
J〈8, 5, 14〉, 〈27, 11, 19〉K, J〈17, 3, 6, 14〉, 〈27, 5, 7, 19〉K
and J〈26, 3, 5, 14〉, 〈27, 5, 11, 19〉K.
(C28)
For those congruent to 15 modulo 19, we consider their 3 residue classes modulo 27, cov-
ering those in the first two residue classes directly and covering those in the third residue
class using Lemma 8 with a = 26, w = 3, r = 1, s = 2, b′1 = 15, b′′1 = 3, b′′2 = 15,
m′1 = 19, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 19, and t = p = 59. We again reuse the last collection of
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congruences in (C10). Thus, we make use of the congruences
J〈8, 6, 5, 15〉, 〈27, 7, 11, 19〉K, J〈17, 3, 6, 5, 15〉, 〈27, 5, 7, 11, 19〉K,
J〈26 + 2(33 + 34 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 15〉, 〈3i, 19〉K, for 4 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈26 + 2(33 + 34 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 15〉, 〈3i, 5, 19〉K, for 4 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C29)
For those that are 16 modulo 19, we consider their 7 residue classes modulo 49 and use the
congruences
J〈6, 16〉, 〈49, 19〉K, J〈2, 13, 16〉, 〈3, 49, 19〉K,
J〈8, 20, 16〉, 〈9, 49, 19〉K, J〈3, 27, 16〉, 〈5, 49, 19〉K,
J〈34, 5, 16〉, 〈49, 11, 19〉K, J〈2, 3, 41, 16〉, 〈3, 5, 49, 19〉K
and J〈8, 3, 48, 16〉, 〈9, 5, 49, 19〉K.
(C30)
For those that are 17 modulo 19, we consider their 11 residue classes modulo 121 and use
the congruences
J〈5, 17〉, 〈121, 19〉K, J〈2, 16, 17〉, 〈3, 121, 19〉K, J〈8, 27, 17〉, 〈9, 121, 19〉K,
J〈3, 38, 17〉, 〈5, 121, 19〉K, J〈6, 49, 17〉, 〈7, 121, 19〉K,
J〈2, 3, 60, 17〉, 〈3, 5, 121, 19〉K, J〈8, 3, 71, 17〉, 〈9, 5, 121, 19〉K,
J〈2, 6, 82, 17〉, 〈3, 7, 121, 19〉K, J〈8, 6, 93, 17〉, 〈9, 7, 121, 19〉K,
J〈2, 3, 6, 104, 17〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 121, 19〉K and J〈8, 3, 6, 115, 17〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 121, 19〉K.
(C31)
We break up the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 5〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K which are in the residue
class 18 modulo 19 into residue classes modulo 13. Observe that we have not used moduli
which have their two largest prime divisors 13 and 19. We can cover these integers with
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the congruences
J〈0, 18〉, 〈13, 19〉K, J〈2, 1, 18〉, 〈3, 13, 19〉K, J〈8, 2, 18〉, 〈9, 13, 19〉K,
J〈3, 3, 18〉, 〈5, 13, 19〉K, J〈2, 3, 4, 18〉, 〈3, 5, 13, 19〉K,
J〈8, 3, 5, 18〉, 〈9, 5, 13, 19〉K, J〈6, 6, 18〉, 〈7, 13, 19〉K,
J〈2, 6, 7, 18〉, 〈3, 7, 13, 19〉K, J〈8, 6, 8, 18〉, 〈9, 7, 13, 19〉K,
J〈3, 6, 9, 18〉, 〈5, 7, 13, 19〉K, J〈2, 3, 6, 10, 18〉, 〈3, 5, 7, 13, 19〉K,
J〈8, 3, 6, 11, 18〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 13, 19〉K and J〈3, 6, 5, 12, 18〉, 〈5, 7, 11, 13, 19〉K.
(C32)
Of the those integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K, we are now left with those which
satisfy one of J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K and J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K. We handle those sat-
isfying J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K next by considering the different residue classes they be-
long to modulo 29. There are 24 moduli that we can use here of the form 29d where
d|(9 · 5 · 7 · 11), and we use all of them to cover those integers in 24 of the 29 residue
classes. Since J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K is equivalent to
x ≡ 2798 (mod 9 · 5 · 7 · 11),
we can express these congruences as
J〈2798, j〉, 〈dj, 29〉K, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 23 and where
{di : 0 ≤ i ≤ 23} = {d ∈ Z+ : d|(9 · 5 · 7 · 11)}.
(C33)
Note that the order of the divisors di in (C33) does not matter. We cover integers in S satis-
fying J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K in 4 more residue classes modulo 29 by applying Lemma 8
four times. For those congruent to 24 modulo 29, we apply Lemma 8 with a = 8, w = 2,
r = 1, s = 2, b′1 = 24, b′′1 = 3, b′′2 = 24, m′1 = 29, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 29, and t = p = 59.
Using the last line of congruences in (C10), this gives the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 24〉, 〈3i, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 24〉, 〈3i, 5, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C34)
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For those congruent to 25 modulo 29, we apply Lemma 8 with a = 8, w = 2, r = 2, s = 2,
b′1 = 5, b′2 = 25, b′′1 = 4, b′′2 = 25, m′1 = 7, m′2 = 29, m′′1 = 11, m′′2 = 29, and t = p = 59.
In this case, with the congruences from (C10), we need only make use of the additional
congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 5, 25〉, 〈3i, 7, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 4, 25〉, 〈3i, 11, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C35)
For the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that are congruent to 26 modulo
29, we apply Lemma 8 with a = 8, w = 2, r = 3, s = 3, b′1 = 3, b′2 = 5, b′3 = 26, b′′1 = 3,
b′′2 = 4, b′′3 = 26, m′1 = 5, m′2 = 7, m′3 = 29, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 11, m′′3 = 29, and t = p = 59.
In this case, we get the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 3, 5, 26〉, 〈3i, 5, 7, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 4, 26〉, 〈3i, 5, 11, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C36)
For the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that are in the residue class 27
modulo 29, we apply Lemma 8 with a = 8, w = 2, r = 3, s = 4, b′1 = 5, b′2 = 4, b′3 = 27,
b′′1 = 3, b′′2 = 5, b′′3 = 4, b′′4 = 27, m′1 = 7, m′2 = 11, m′3 = 29, m′′1 = 5, m′′2 = 7, m′′3 = 11,
m′′4 = 29, and t = p = 59. In this case, we get the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 5, 4, 27〉, 〈3i, 7, 11, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 5, 4, 27〉, 〈3i, 5, 7, 11, 29〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C37)
For the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that are in the residue class 28
modulo 29, we consider their residue classes modulo 37. There are 48 divisors of 9 · 5 · 7 ·
11 · 29. If these divisors are ordered from least to greatest, the 37th divisor is 2233. The
congruence J〈8, 3, 5, 4, 28〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 29〉K is equivalent to
x ≡ 6263 (mod 9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 29).
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Therefore we can obtain a covering of these integers in the residue class 28 modulo 29 with
the congruences
J〈6263, j〉, 〈d′j, 37〉K, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 36 and where
{d′i : 0 ≤ i ≤ 36} = {d ∈ Z+ : d|(9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 29), d ≤ 2233}.
(C38)
Analogous to the situation in (C33), the order of the d′i in (C38) can be arbitrary.
Next, we describe a covering of the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K.
We can replace the congruences which we just listed for integers in S satisfying
J〈8, 3, 5, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K by congruences which cover 29 residue classes modulo 31 instead
of residue classes modulo 29. The congruence J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K is equivalent to
x ≡ 818 (mod 9 · 5 · 7 · 11),
so this will lead to some changes needed in the congruences. For the first 24 residue classes
modulo 31, we use
J〈818, j〉, 〈dj, 31〉K, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 23 and the dj are as defined in (C33). (C39)
We make use of Lemma 8 and the last line of congruences from (C10) again to cover the
integers that are 24 modulo 31. This leads to the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 24〉, 〈3i, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 24〉, 〈3i, 5, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C40)
Recalling our application of Lemma 8 to obtain (C35), we want here to use the same
information except b′1 = 6 and m′2 = m′′2 = 31. Reusing congruences in (C10), we cover
the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that are in the residue class 25 modulo
31 with the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 6, 25〉, 〈3i, 7, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 4, 25〉, 〈3i, 11, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C41)
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Similarly, for the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that are in the residue
class 26 modulo 31, we mirror what we did to obtain the congruences in (C36) and use the
additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 3, 6, 26〉, 〈3i, 5, 7, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 4, 26〉, 〈3i, 5, 11, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C42)
We cover the integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K that are in the residue class
27 modulo 31 by applying Lemma 8 as in (C37) but with b′1 = 6, b′′2 = 6 and m′3 = m′′4 =
31, by using congruences in (C10), and by using the additional congruences
J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2), 6, 4, 27〉, 〈3i, 7, 11, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59,
and J〈8 + 2(32 + 33 + · · ·+ 3i−2) + 3i−1, 3, 6, 4, 27〉, 〈3i, 5, 7, 11, 31〉K, for 3 ≤ i ≤ 59.
(C43)
The remaining integers in S satisfying J〈8, 3, 6, 4〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11〉K are in the residue classes
28, 29 and 30 modulo 31. These integers in each of these residue classes can be covered
using a list of congruences similar to (C38) but with the prime 29 replaced by 31 and the
prime 37 replaced by 41, 43 and 47. Observe that
J〈8, 3, 6, 4, 28〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 31〉K, J〈8, 3, 6, 4, 29〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 31〉K
and J〈8, 3, 6, 4, 30〉, 〈9, 5, 7, 11, 31〉K
are equivalent to x ≡ 38933 (mod 9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 31), x ≡ 7748 (mod 9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 31),
and x ≡ 83978 (mod 9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 31), respectively. We cover the integers in S satisfying
these congruences then by using
J〈818, j〉, 〈d′′j , 41〉K, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 40,
J〈818, j〉, 〈d′′j , 43〉K, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 42,
J〈818, j〉, 〈d′′j , 47〉K, where 0 ≤ j ≤ 46, and where
{d′′0, d′′1, . . . , d′′47} = {d ∈ Z+ : d|(9 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 31)}.
(C44)
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1 < · · · < d′′47 to be explicit.
We have now completely covered the integers in S that satisfy J〈8, 3〉, 〈9, 5〉K. We
are still needing congruences that cover the n ∈ S which satisfy one of the congruences
J〈2, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K, J〈5, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K and J〈8, 4〉, 〈9, 5〉K, or equivalently which satisfy the congru-
ence J〈2, 4〉, 〈3, 5〉K. Of significance is that in every one of the 2210 congruences appearing
in (C1)-(C44), no modulus is divisible by 52. We set r = 1169, which is the number
of moduli appearing in (C1)-(C44) which are not divisible by 5; and we set s = 1041,
the number of moduli divisible by 5. We apply Lemma 7 with p = 5. Recall that after
the statement of Lemma 7, we showed that the set S of integers that are a sum of two
squares satisfies the condition in the second sentence of the lemma. As noted above, ev-
ery modulus appearing in (C1)-(C44) can be expressed in the form given by the elements
of C1 in Lemma 7 or of the form given by the elements of C2. Also, the congruences in
C = C1 ∪ C2 cover the set of integers in S that belong to one of the congruence classes
0, 1, 2 and 3 modulo 5. We take q = t = 61. Note that the congruences in C1 correspond
to the congruences given in (i) of Lemma 7 and the congruences in C2 correspond to the
congruences in (ii) with i = 1. Hence, Lemma 7 now implies that we can cover every
element of S by combining these congruences with
J〈5i−1 − 1 + bj5i−1, bj〉, 〈5i,m′j〉K, for 2 ≤ i ≤ 61 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 1495,
and J〈j,−1〉, 〈61, 561−j〉K, for 0 ≤ j ≤ 60.
(C45)
Thus, from (C1)-(C45), we obtain a set of 64731 congruences, with distinct odd moduli
> 1, that cover the set of integers that are a sum of two squares, completing the proof.
2.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The recent work of B. Hough [15] establishes that certain conditions on the moduli (that
the moduli are all distinct and large) ensure a system of congruences cannot cover the
integers and further suggests other conditions (like the moduli being distinct, > 1 and odd)
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may impose similar restrictions on what sets of integers can be covered. Motivated by this,
we have provided here some initial insights into the notion of using a set of congruences
to cover subsets of the integers. As noted at the end of the introduction, there are many




BLOCKS OF DIGITS IN FIBONACCI NUMBERS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Our interest here is to expand on the idea of base-b repdigits for Fibonacci numbers and to
consider not just the case that B(Fn, b) = 1 but to consider instead the more general case
ofB(Fn, b) and show that this expression tends to infinity with n. The idea for such a result




if and only if log a/ log b is irrational for integers a and b ≥ 2. In this chapter, we apply
similar techniques to those in [3] to prove the following result.




It would be relatively easy to modify the approach in the chapter to show Theorem 6
holds for the Lucas numbers, but we do not know if a general result of this type applies
to an arbitrary linear recursion. The methods used in the chapter are effective, so that
constants can be made precise. For example, one could find N such that n > N implies
Fn has B(Fn, 10) ≥ 10, but this would be more difficult to do and we have not considered
such an undertaking. It would be of interest further to have explicit constants c0, n0 ∈ R+,
depending on b, such that B(Fn, b) ≥ c0f(n) for all integers n > n0 and for some explicit
function f(x)→∞ as x→∞. We note that G. Barat, R. F. Tichy, and R. Tijdeman in [2]
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show the existence of such constants for B(an, b) with f(n) = log n/ log log n where the
constants depend on both a and b and with log a/ log b irrational.
3.2 PROOF OF THEOREM 6 ASSUMING LEMMA 9
We begin our proof of Theorem 6 with the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let b ∈ Z be ≥ 2. Let a1, a2, . . . , am be arbitrary integers. Then there are
finitely many (m+ 1)-tuples (k1, k2, . . . , km, n) of non-negative integers satisfying








kj = (b− 1)Fn.
We will first prove Theorem 6 assuming Lemma 9, and then proceed to prove Lemma 9.
Proof of Theorem 6. It suffices to show that for any M ∈ Z+, there are only finitely many
n for which B(Fn, b) ≤M . Fix such an M , and consider any n with B(Fn, b) ≤M . Write
m = B(Fn, b) + ε, where ε = 0 if b|Fn and ε = 1 otherwise. Define d1 to be the first right-
most nonzero digit of Fn base b, and take k1 to be the number of right-most consecutive
zero digits of Fn. Let d2 be the next right-most digit of Fn satisfying d2 6= d1 and continue
in the same manner, defining dj+1 as the next digit of Fn with dj+1 6= dj , until dm−1 has






b− 1 + · · ·+ (dm−2 − dm−1)
blm−1 − 1





Condition (iii) of Lemma 9 holds with a1 = −d1, aj = dj−1 − dj for 2 ≤ j ≤ m − 1,
am = dm−1, and kj = k1 + lj for 2 ≤ j ≤ m. Regardless of the value of n, we have aj 6= 0
and |aj| ≤ b − 1 for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m. So each n produces a solution to at most one of
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(2b− 2)m ≤ (2b− 2)M+1 equations of the form in (iii). Further, with kj and aj defined as




kj ≥ bkm −
m−1∑
j=r
|aj|bkj ≥ bkm −
m−1∑
j=r
(b− 1)bkj > 0.
Applying Lemma 9, we deduce that there are only finitely many n for which B(Fn, b) ≤
M. Theorem 6 follows.
3.3 PRELIMINARIES
Lemma 10 (Baker, 1979). Let α1, α2, . . . , αr be non-zero algebraic numbers with degrees
at most d and heights at most A. Let β0, β1, . . . , βr be algebraic numbers with degrees at
most d and heights at most B > 1. Suppose that
Λ = β0 + β1 logα1 + · · ·+ βr logαr 6= 0.
Then there are numbers C = C(r, d) > 0 and w = w(r) ≥ 1 such that
|Λ| > B−C(logA)w .
Lemma 11 (Lengyel, 1995). Fix a prime p and a positive integer n. If pe||Fn and pf ||n for
nonnegative e, f ∈ Z, then e ≤ f + cp for some constant cp that depends only on p.
For the next lemma, we define
α = 1 +
√
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Further, |β| < |α|, so |β/α| < 1. For positive integers n, we see that (β/α)n is smallest








< 1 + 12 =
3
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Lemma 12. For any positive integer n, we have
n logα− 12 log 5 + log
1
2 ≤ logFn ≤ n logα−
1


















Taking logarithms of both sides gives us
logFn = n logα−
1











logFn = n logα−
1











3.4 PROOF OF LEMMA 9
Proof of Lemma 9. We begin by showing that we can add the additional condition (iv)




kj 6= 0 for 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
To justify that we may do so, we show that Lemma 9 with condition (iv) implies Lemma 9
without condition (iv). Suppose that Lemma 9 with condition (iv) holds. If (k1, k2, . . . , km, n)
satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Lemma 9, but not (iv), then fix r ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} as
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large as possible with
∑r
j=1 ajb
kj = 0. By condition (ii) of Lemma 9, we have r < m. Now
we have that (kr+1, kr+2, . . . , km, n) satisfies kr+1 < kr+2 < · · · < km,
∑m
j=t ajb
kj > 0 for
r + 1 ≤ t ≤ m, ∑mj=r+1 ajbkj = (b− 1)Fn, and ∑tj=r+1 ajbkj 6= 0 for r + 1 ≤ t ≤ m. We
may then apply Lemma 9 with condition (iv) to conclude that there are only finitely many
such (kr+1, kr+2, . . . , km, n). But for each such solution (kr+1, kr+2, . . . , km, n), there are
only a finite number of choices for (k1, k2, . . . , kr) satisfying 0 ≤ k1 < · · · < kr < kr+1.
Since there are at most m−1 possible values of r, we conclude that if Lemma 9 holds with
condition (iv), then it holds true in general.
Assume that the tuple (k1, k2, . . . , km, n) satisfies conditions (i)-(iv). First, we will
prove that km  n + 1, where here and elsewhere in the proof all constants, implied or
otherwise, may depend on b, m, and the aj’s. For a fixed r ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,m}, we have as a


















 bkr−1 ≥ bkr−kr−1 − r−1∑
j=1
|aj|,
assuming that the final expression is positive. If it is nonpositive, we conclude that bkr−kr−1 
1, so that in either case we have
kr − kr−1  n+ 1 for r ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,m}.
Thus km − k1 = (km − km−1) + (km−1 − km−2) + · · · + (k2 − k1)  n + 1. Using (iii),
we have bk1|Fn, so k1  n. Thus we conclude that km  n+ 1.
Observe that since km  n+ 1, it suffices now to show that n is bounded above, since
then (i) implies there are finitely many (m+ 1)-tuples (k1, k2, . . . , km, n). To complete the
proof, we therefore assume n is sufficiently large, that is
n ≥ n0 = n0(b,m, a1, . . . , am).
Our goal is to show that with n ≥ n0, there are no solutions to (i)-(iv).
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Taking logarithms and applying Lemma 12 gives us
n logα− 12 log 5 + log
1
2 ≤ logFn ≤ km log b+ logM,
so
n logα ≤ km log b+ logM +
1
2 log 5− log
1
2 .
Thus, n  km, since logα, log b, logM, log 5, and log(1/2) are all constants. We will
extend this and show n km − k1.
Fix a prime p|b and nonnegative e, f ∈ Z with pe||Fn and pf ||n. Note that the possi-
bilities for p, e, and f only depend on b which is fixed in the lemma. Observe that k1 ≤ e,
since bk1|Fn and thus pk1|Fn. By Lemma 11, we have k1 ≤ e ≤ f + cp for some constant
cp that depends only on p. Since n is sufficiently large and
f ≤ log nlog p ≤
log n
log 2 ≤ 2 log n,
we obtain
k1 ≤ 2 log n+ cp ≤ 3 log n.
From above, we have n  km, so there is a positive constant C ′ with n ≤ C ′km. Since n
is sufficiently large, we have
n+ 6C ′ log n ≤ 2C ′km =⇒ n+ 2C ′k1 ≤ 2C ′km,
so
n ≤ 2C ′(km − k1) km − k1,
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which is what we set out to show.
What we now want to do is to improve these estimates using Lemma 10. In particular,
we consider n > 2 and show that
km−i+1 − km−i  (log n)w
i−1i (3.1)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, where w = w(5) is as in Lemma 10. This will imply that
n km − k1 = (km − km−1) + (km−1 − km−2) + · · ·+ (k2 − k1) (log n)w
m−1m.
Since m and w are fixed, we can conclude that n is bounded. This will give us that all of
the ki are bounded, completing the proof.
We prove (3.1) by induction on i. Assume n > 2 and consider the case when i = 1.







and using (iii), we get
amb
km(1 +D) = (b− 1)Fn. (3.2)









where as before M = ∑mj=1 |aj| ≥ 1. If km − km−1 ≤ log(2M)/ log b, then since n ≥ 3,
we have that
km − km−1 ≤
log(2M)
(log b)(log 3) · log n log n,
which is what is to be shown for i = 1. So suppose that km − km−1 > log(2M)/ log b.
This gives |D| < 1/2. We use that




3 − · · · for |x| < 1 (3.3)
to deduce







2(1− |D|) < (1 + |D|)|D| <
3




Λ = log am + km log b− log(b− 1) +
1














































since |β/α| < 1/2. Taking the logarithm of both sides of (3.2) gives
|Λ| = | log am + km log b− log(b− 1) +
1
2 log 5− n logα|

















Using Lemma 10 with d = 2, r = 5, A = max{am, b, 5}  1, and B = max{km, n}  n,
we have
|Λ|  B−C(logA)w ,
where C = C(5, 2) and w = w(5). Thus, for a constant value t,





So, for some constant C ′′ > 0, we have










≤ C ′′bkm−1−km .
Since n is sufficiently large, we have logC ′′+t log n+log 2 ≤ n log 2 impliesC ′′nt ≤ 2n−1,
so C ′′(1/2)n ≤ 1/(2nt). Thus,
1
2nt ≤ C
′′bkm−1−km =⇒ n−t ≤ 2C ′′bkm−1−km .
Taking logarithms above gives us that km − km−1  log n, proving that (3.1) holds for
i = 1.
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Now fix i′ with 2 ≤ i′ ≤ m − 1 and suppose that (3.1) holds for each positive integer
i < i′. Then from (iii) we have that
D1b
km−i′+1(1 +D2) = (b− 1)Fn, (3.4)
where








From (i) and from (ii) with r = m− i′ + 1, we have
1 ≤ D1  bkm−km−i′+1 and |D2| ≤Mbkm−i′−km−i′+1  bkm−i′−km−i′+1 .
From the induction hypothesis, we have
km − km−i′+1 = (km − km−1) + · · ·+ (km−i′+2 − km−i′+1) (log n)w
i′−2(i′−1),
and thus
logD1  (log n)w
i′−2(i′−1). (3.5)
If km−i′+1−km−i′ ≤ log(2M)/ log b, then km−i′+1−km−i′  (log n)w
i′−1i′ , which is what
we want to prove. So suppose km−i′+1 − km−i′ > log(2M)/ log b. Like the i = 1 case
above, we have |D2| < 1/2, so that | log(1 + D2)| < 3|D2|/2. Taking logarithms in (3.4)
we have







− 12 log 5.
Thus,∣∣∣∣∣ logD1 + km−i′+1 log b− log(b− 1)− n logα + 12 log 5
∣∣∣∣∣
=
























We apply Lemma 10 with d = 2, r = 5, A = max{D1, b, 5}, andB = max{km−i′+1, n}.
Observe that B ≤ c0n for some c0 > 0. We deduce
| logD1 + km−i′+1 log b− log(b− 1)− n logα +
1
2 log 5|  B
−C(logA)w ,
whereC = C(5, 2) andw = w(5). Therefore, eitherB−C(logA)w  (1/2)n orB−C(logA)w 





2n  BC(logA)w .
Taking logarithms, and noting (3.5) gives us logA (log n)wi
′−2(i′−1), we have
n Clog 2(logA)
w logB  (logA)w log n
 ((log n)wi
′−2(i′−1))w log n = (log n)wi
′−1(i′−1) · log n
= (log n)wi
′−1(i′−1)+1  (log n)wi
′−1i′  (log n)wm−1m.
This is a contradiction for n large since w and m are fixed positive numbers. Therefore, we
deduce that B−C(logA)w  bkm−i′−km−i′+1 from which we obtain
bkm−i′+1−km−i′  BC(logA)w .
Taking logarithms gives
km−i′+1 − km−i′ 
C
log b(logA)
w logB  (logA)w log n ((log n)wi
′−2(i′−1))w log n
= (log n)wi
′−1(i′−1) · log n = (log n)wi
′−1(i′−1)+1  (log n)wi
′−1i′ ,
completing the induction and the proof.
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